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Abstract: The self-assembly of AB diblock copolymers in three-dimensional (3D) soft confinement
of nanoemulsions has recently become an attractive bottom up route to prepare colloids
with controlled inner morphologies.
In that regard, ABC triblock terpolymers show a
more complex morphological behavior and could thus give access to extensive libraries
of multicompartment microparticles.
However, knowledge about their self-assembly in
confinement is very limited thus far. Here, we investigated the confinement assembly of
polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PS-b-P4VP-b-PT or SVT)
triblock terpolymers in nanoemulsion droplets. Depending on the block weight fractions, we found
spherical microparticles with concentric lamella–sphere (ls) morphology, i.e., PS/PT lamella
intercalated with P4VP spheres, or unusual conic microparticles with concentric lamella–cylinder (lc)
morphology. We further described how these morphologies can be modified through supramolecular
additives, such as hydrogen bond (HB) and halogen bond (XB) donors. We bound donors to the 4VP
units and analyzed changes in the morphology depending on the binding strength and the length
of the alkyl tail. The interaction with the weaker donors resulted in an increase in volume of the
P4VP domains, which depends upon the molar fraction of the added donor. For donors with a high
tendency of intermolecular packing, a visible change in the morphology was observed. This ultimately
caused a shape change in the microparticle. Knowledge about how to control inner morphologies of
multicompartment microparticles could lead to novel carbon supports for catalysis, nanoparticles
with unprecedented topologies, and potentially, reversible shape changes by light actuation.
Keywords: 3D confinement assembly; block copolymers; halogen bond; microparticles;
multicompartment; nanoemulsions; supramolecular chemistry

1. Introduction
Block copolymers (BCPs) have increased in importance over the last two decades and have become
versatile building blocks for the bottom-up formation of nanostructures applied in materials science,
nanotechnology, and nanomedicine [1–4]. BCPs consist of two or more covalently linked polymer
segments, where competition between short-range attraction and long-range repulsion directs the
formation of predictable morphologies with length scales of 10–100 nm. The phase behavior of block
copolymers is highly affected by a number of intrinsic parameters, such as the degree of polymerization,
Pn , the polymer–polymer interaction parameter, χ, and the weight fraction of the blocks, f. AB diblock
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copolymers have been extensively studied and it is well-established that their morphology can be
controlled from a lamella morphology (f = 0.5) to cylinders or spheres. The BCP morphology is typically
controlled by changing the molar fraction of the blocks, requiring multiple syntheses. However, if one
block is an acceptor block, additives such as hydrogen bond (HB) donors or halogen bond (XB) donors
are a convenient method to control block volumes. This allows straightforward control of the BCP
morphology by varying the molar content of the HB/XB molecules [5–10].
Aside from bulk morphologies, BCPs have also shown great versatility in the formation of
complex colloids. Colloids are typically synthesized via wet chemical processes and are currently
available in many shapes and sizes [11]. The self-assembly of building blocks in three-dimensional
(3D) soft confinement could provide an alternative bottom-up route for microparticle formation with
precise control over the composition, surface, and inner structure of the colloids [12–17]. The soft
confinement is typically provided in the form of a spherical liquid–liquid interface of oil nanoemulsion
droplets in water. The evaporation of the oil phase increases the concentration of the building
block on the inside and the shrinking sphere serves as a high-energy boundary that directs the
self-assembly of building blocks into functional nanomaterials with novel shapes and composition.
Nanomaterials are suitable building blocks, including (but not limited to) inorganic nanoparticles
(and binary mixtures) [18–20], cellulose nanocrystals [21,22], carbon nanotubes [23], and of course
BCPs. For BCPs, the spherical confinement generates new structures that are otherwise not found in
bulk [24–29]. The inner structure of the final colloids structure is conveniently modified by the use
of additives such as metal precursors [30,31], homopolymers [32–34], nanoparticles [35,36], and HB
donors [37–39]. To expand the range of the inner structures and the number of functional domains
within one microparticle, the confinement assembly of ABC triblock terpolymers should be considered.
They generally present a more complex phase behavior due to the competition of three interaction
parameters, χA , χB , χC, and two independent volume fractions, φA , φB , (φC = 1 − φA − φB ) [40–44].
While few examples exist for experimental phase diagrams in bulk [40,45–47], as well as examples
that utilize supramolecular complexation with HB donors [48–53], the confinement assembly of
ABC triblock terpolymers to multicompartment microparticles is still largely unexplored [54–56].
Yet, combining the 3D confinement assembly of the ABC triblock copolymers with supramolecular
modification with the HB or XB donors should be very interesting and could lead to a range of
functional microparticles [57–59].
Here, we studied the self-assembly of two SVT triblock terpolymers in confinement
to generate multicompartment microparticles and then analyzed the effect of block
compositions on the obtained morphology.
We then tuned the morphology by adding
a range of halogen and hydrogen bond donors, with increasing association strength,
to demonstrate the effect of HB(XB)/P4VP interaction on the morphology. XB donors included
(E)-1-(4-(alkyloxy)phenyl)-2-(2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-4-iodophenyl)diazene (XB A8, XB A12, XB A16) and
(E)-1-(4-(octyloxy)phenyl)-2-(2,3,6-trifluoro-4-iodophenyl)diazene (XB C8). HB donors included
cholesteryl hemisuccinate (CHEMS), lauryl gallate (LG), and 4-(4-octylphenylazo)phenol (8PAP).
The formation of the complexes between 4VP and the donors was followed by infrared spectroscopy
(IR). Microparticles and changes to their morphology were visualized with TEM.
2. Results and Discussion
We first prepared and analyzed microparticles formed by the pure ABC triblock terpolymer.
In the present work, we used SVT triblock terpolymers consisting of equally sized polystyrene (PS)
and poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PT) end blocks, which resulted in lamellae in bulk and should
lead to spherical microparticles with concentric PS/PT lamellae in spherical confinement (Scheme 1a).
The poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) middle block should then adopt a morphology sandwiched between
the PS/PT lamellae, ranging from spheres to cylinders to also lamellae depending on the P4VP
weight fraction (f V ). To form the SVT microparticles, we dissolved SVT in CHCl3 at a concentration
of c = 10 g L−1 and emulsified the homogeneous polymer solution with ultrapure water (MilliQ)
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containing cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a surfactant (c = 10 g L−1 ) by vortexing for
1 min (Scheme 1b; see also Supporting Information (SI) for experimental details). CHCl3 was then
allowed to evaporate over the course of 5 days, in order to constantly increase the concentration of
the SVT inside the nanoemulsion droplets. After the complete removal of CHCl3 , the dispersions
contained solid SVT microparticles stabilized by CTAB (Scheme 1c). The excess CTAB was removed by
a combination of centrifugation cycles and dialysis against water.

Scheme 1.
Formation of SVT multicompartment microparticles.
(a) Chemical structure
of polystyrene-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine)-b-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PS-b-P4VP-b-PT or SVT).
(b) Solution of SVT in CHCl3 followed by emulsification in water/CTAB, and evaporation of CHCl3 .
(c) Solid microparticles of SVT with inner morphology, shown here with concentric lamella–sphere (ls)
morphology. Inset shows arrangement of polymer chains.

Following the method described above, we prepared several SVT microparticle dispersions
varying weight fraction of the blocks and overall molecular weight (compare Table 1), polymer
concentration, and surfactant concentration. To understand the intrinsic structure of the microparticles,
we first analyzed the microparticles in TEM measurements. Microparticle dispersions were diluted to
0.5 g L−1 and drop casted onto carbon-coated copper grids. The excess aqueous solution was blotted
using filter paper. The TEM samples were stained with I2 to enhance the contrast of the P4VP domain.
Table 1. Polymer specifics of the employed SVT triblock terpolymers.
Code

Mn in [kg/mol] a

PS

PV

PT

f S in [wt %]

f V in [wt %]

f T in [wt %]

SVT1
SVT2

195
59

769
210

315
67

577
212

41
37

17
12

42
54

a

Overall molecular weight (Mn ), degree of polymerization (Pn ) and weight fractions (f ) were calculated through a
combination of 1 H-NMR and SEC measurements. SEC was performed with DMAc as an eluent, with a flow rate of
1.0 mL L−1 and PS standards for calibration.

The TEM overview images and close-ups in Figure 1 show the obtained microparticles of SVT1
and SVT2. The microparticles of SVT1 are spherical and present patterns reminiscent of a concentric
lamella–lamella morphology (onion-like structure) intercalated with the spherical P4VP domains.
The PS lamellae appear dark grey due to high own contrast of PS in TEM, the PT lamellae appear
bright, and the P4VP spheres are black due to I2 staining (Figure 1a). The microparticles of SVT1 are
comparably small with diameters in the range of dTEM = 100–700 nm. Some of the particles exhibit
a core with low contrast and are hollow, which we attribute to the kinetic effects during solvent
evaporation. Fast drying of the droplets leads to the collapse of polymer chains at the droplet interface
(fast local increase in polymer concentration) forming a shell. The high molecular weight of SVT1 is
likely to enhance the kinetic trapping during drying. The P4VP domains are about 15 nm in diameter
and they are packed densely in-between the concentric lamellae. From the image analysis, it is difficult
to conclude which polymer block faces the CTAB/water interface. The outermost lamella is usually
bright, suggesting a PT shell.
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Figure 1. TEM characterization of SVT1 and SVT2. (a) Overview image of spherical microparticles of
SVT1 with ls morphology. The inset shows a close-up on one particle and a schematic explaining the
distribution of phases. (b) TEM images of conic SVT2 with lc morphology. (c) The schematic shows the
distribution of phases; the microparticle consists of PT/PS lamellae (green and grey) intercalated with
the hexagonal packing of P4VP rings (blue). (Color code in TEM image: PS grey, P4VP dark grey due
to iodine staining).

In contrast to SVT1, microparticles of SVT2 show an entirely different behavior (Figure 1b).
The overall shape of the microparticles is reminiscent of arrowheads with a cylindrical body, a conical
tip on one side, and a flattened part on the other side (see also Figure S1). The microparticles exhibit
a matryoshka-like (Russian doll) inner morphology, i.e., the structural motif repeats itself with a
reduced size towards the particle center (similar to an onion-like morphology). This motif consists
of open, hemispherical PS/PT lamellae, intercalated with a very regular packing of P4VP cylinders
(visible as stripes). SVT2 has a comparably low molecular weight of Mn = 59 kg mol−1 and a weight
fraction of f V = 12% for P4VP. The symmetric PS/PT blocks are expected to form a lamella morphology,
but the f V should favor a sphere morphology as observed for SVT1. This unusual phase behavior
has been discussed in a previous paper [52]. When viewed from the side, the stripes appear perfectly
parallel within each layer, suggesting rings instead of cylinders. The rather complex arrangement of
microdomains is clarified in the schematic in Figure 1c. The morphology is fascinating, but not entirely
surprising considering a lamella–cylinder morphology for the bulk state. The closure of cylinder
to rings is a result of the strong shape-directing effect of the high-energy boundary of the spherical
confinement. Overall, SVT2 spontaneously orders in a very complex manner, through an interplay of
confinement exerted by interfacial tension and intrinsic microphase separation.
Having established the pristine morphology of SVT1 and SVT2 in confinement, we then moved on
to the modification with supramolecular binding motifs (Scheme 2). As listed in Scheme 2a, we used
a series of XB and HB donors with increasing association strength, i.e., XB C8 (5 kcal/mol) < XBA8
≈ XBA12 ≈ XBA16 (6 kcal/mol) < 8PAP (10 kcal/mol) < LG (11 kcal/mol) < CHEMS (13 kcal/mol).
The calculations of these values are published elsewhere [60]. The relatively hydrophobic XB and
HB donors will locate in the oil phase and interact with the free electron pair of the nitrogen of
the P4VP units and either affect the chain packing or the volume of the P4VP domain, depending
upon the strength of interaction. Ultimately, this interaction could lead to a morphological transition
if the tendency for chain packing overcomes the interfacial tension of the confining nanoemulsion
droplet (Scheme 2b).
We supramolecularly modified SVT1 with XB C8 as a relatively weak XB donor, which consists of
a perfluorinated 3F azobenzene with iodine as the donor, and an alkyl tail with eight carbon atoms
(Figure 2). We dissolved SVT1 and the donor molecules separately in CHCl3 , each at a concentration of
c = 10 g L−1 . We then mixed SVT1 and the donor in specific molar ratios, x = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00,
and emulsified these mixtures with ultrapure water containing CTAB as a surfactant (c = 10 g L−1 )
by vortexing for 1 min. After that, the CHCl3 was allowed to evaporate over the course of 5 days in
order to increase the concentration of the SVT1/donor inside the nanoemulsion droplets. After the
complete removal of CHCl3 , solid microparticles remained consisting of a modified microphase of the
SVT1/donor. Figure 2a (i–iv) shows the microparticles obtained for the SVT1, loaded with an increasing
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molar fraction of the XB C8 molecule (see also Figure S2). On first view, it is not possible to observe
any change in the overall particle shape or morphology. On closer inspection, however, one notices an
increase in the volume of the P4VP domains. Measuring the diameter of 150 P4VP spheres, it becomes
clear that the volume increase is proportional to the increase of the molar fraction of the added XB
C8 (Figure 2b). The XB is most likely located within the P4VP domains, but the supramolecular
interaction was not strong enough to invoke a change in morphology. This assumption is corroborated
when analyzing the respective bands using infrared spectroscopy: the signal at ν = 1590–1410 cm−1 is
associated with the pyridine ring breathing vibrations and the signal at 1001 cm−1 with a symmetric
ring stretching mode [61,62]. Both signals do not shift upon complexation (Figure 2c), which suggests
a weak interaction to no interaction between the donor and the P4VP.

Scheme 2. Supramolecular complexation concept. (a) Chemical structure of employed XB and HB
donors. (b) Tuning of the 4VP volume with XB and HB donors and transition from lamella–sphere (ls)
to lamella–lamella (ll) morphology.

Figure 2. Microparticles made from SVT1/XB C8. (a) TEM of SVT1 with an increasing molar fraction of
XB C8: (i) x = 0.25, (ii) x = 0.50, (iii) x = 0.75, (iv) x = 1.00. (Color code in TEM image: PS grey, P4VP dark
grey due to iodine staining; scale bars are 100 nm). (b) Dependence of P4VP domain size on added XB
C8. (c) IR spectra of SVT1 (black) and SVT1/XB C8 (x = 1.00, red).
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Since equimolar loading with XB C8 did not result in a noticeable change in the morphology at
x = 1.00, we tested the entire series of XB and HB molecules with that molar ratio (Figure 3). In particular,
the molecules employed were XB A8, A12, A16, which consist of a perfluorinated 4F azobenzene
with iodine as the donor and alkyl tails with 8, 12 and 16 carbons. The presence of an additional
fluorine at the phenyl ring should enhance the strength of the supramolecular interaction, while a
longer alkyl tail should enhance separation from the polymer domains. The respective TEM images of
microparticles for SVT1/XB A are shown in Figure 3b–d. Again, no change in the morphology was
detected (except for the previously discussed increase in the P4VP domain size). Unlike the relatively
weak binder XB C8, molecules such as XB A16 do show a shift in the respective IR signals (Figure S3).
The supramolecular interactions between pyridine and the XB A16 donors lead to a shift in the region
of ν = 1590–1410 cm−1 and at 1001 cm−1 . Encouraged by the evidence of binding, we switched from
the XB motifs to even stronger binding HB donors; in particular, the molecules 8PAP, which is an
azobenzene molecule with a phenolic group, LG with three –OH phenol groups, and CHEMS, which is
a liquid crystalline molecule carrying a –COOH donor. The TEM images of the SVT1 microparticles,
containing a molar fraction of the donors of x = 1.00, are given in Figure 3e–g. Although 8PAP and
LG are well known HB donors for P4VP [52], we were not able to observe a shift in the morphology.
Instead, growth of the P4VP domain was observed comparable to the previous cases. We theorize
that the hydrogen bonding is strong enough to attach the molecules to 4VP units as evidenced by the
shift in the IR signals for the LG molecules (Figure S3), but the tendency for intermolecular packing of
the additive was not strong enough to overcome the curvature effect of the droplet boundary. Finally,
the addition of CHEMS clearly resulted in a morphological transition from the previous concentric
lamella–sphere morphology to axially stacked PS/P4VP/PT lamella–lamella morphology (PS and
PT are now discs). Simultaneously, the overall particle shape changed from spherical to prolate
ellipsoid. The change in both the inner morphology and the overall particle size/shape induced by
CHEMS is certainly interesting. Especially, the large increase in particle size from d ~ 200–700 nm
to d ~ 1.7–2.0 µm suggests a difference in formation mechanism, either during droplet formation or
already during SVT1/CHEMS association in CHCl3 (we will come back to this possibility towards the
end). This last example demonstrates that it is possible to cause a shape change in block copolymer
microparticles by reorienting concentric lamellae to axially stacked lamellae using small molecular
hydrogen bond donors.
Since CHEMS showed by far the strongest effect on morphology, we analyzed the microparticles
of SVT1 loaded with different molar fractions of CHEMS in more detail. Figure 4 shows how the
supramolecular binding, at a molar ratio of x = 1.00, affects the structure on several length scales
(see Figure S4 for other molar fractions). On the molecular level, the rigid CHEMS molecule attaches
to the P4VP units of the terpolymer, thereby uncoiling the polymer chain. This uncoiling is attributed
to the excluded volume of the bulky, rigid nature of the cholesterol molecule (Figure 4a). As a result,
the interfacial equilibrium area decreases and chains are able to pack more densely at the P4VP/PS
and the P4VP/PT interface. The formation of planar interfaces is preferred in such arrangements [38].
On the mesoscale, i.e., the length scale of block copolymer microphase separation (10–100 nm),
the dense chain packing leads to flattening of the previously spherical P4VP domains that now adopt
a lenticular shape (Figure 4b). These oblate ellipsoids are hexagonally-packed in 2D at the PS/PT
interface (defects included) and, on some occasions, appear to form an undulating lamella themselves.
However, this undulation might also be explained by the overlapping features of packed lenticules
when viewed along the lenticule layer in transmission (projection, compare schematics). Finally, on the
microscale, we find a complete change in shape from spherical microparticles to prolate ellipsoids
(Figure 4c). We attribute the overall shape change to the intrinsic transition from concentric lamellae
(centrosymmetric) to axially stacked lamellae (unidirectional). Through the combination of strong
binding and dense packing, CHEMS is able to overcome the shape-directing effect of the high-energy
boundary of the spherical confinement and to transform the energetically unfavorable high curvature
of concentric lamellae to planar lamellae. In a previous study, we also found a similar behavior for
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diblock polymer brushes that also exhibit a strong structure-direction effect in confinement due to the
comparably stiff polymer architecture (preference for planar packing) [63]. Since we did not observe
this shape change for other liquid crystalline molecules such as 8PAP and LG, we conclude that the
combination of a high association constant to the P4VP units and a high tendency for intramolecular
packing are both essential factors in confinement (8PAP is able to induce transitions in bulk).

Figure 3. Microparticles of SVT1 loaded with a molar fraction of bonders x = 1.00. TEM images of
spherical microparticles with ls morphology obtained for (a) XB C8, (b) XB A8, (c) XB A12, (d) XB
A16, (e) 8PAP, and (f) lauryl gallate (LG). Elliptic particles obtained for (g) cholesteryl hemisuccinate
(CHEMS). (Color code in TEM image: PS grey, P4VP dark grey due to iodine staining).

Figure 4. Effect of supramolecular bonding on several length scales. (a) Binding of CHEMS causes
uncoiling of P4VP and chain stretching of PS and PT. (b) On the mesoscale, the stretching results in
flattened, lenticular P4VP domains. (c) Reorganization of the chains induces axially stacked PS/PT
lamellae with shape change of the microparticle to prolate ellipsoids (color code in TEM image: PS grey,
P4VP dark grey due to iodine staining).

Next, we studied the effect of supramolecular bonding on the peculiar morphology of SVT2
microparticles. Figure 5 shows a series of TEM images obtained for SVT2 loaded with the XB and HB
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donors listed in Scheme 2a at a molar ratio of x = 1.00. The molecular weight of SVT2 (Mn = 59 kg mol−1 )
is much smaller than SVT1 (Mn = 195 kg mol−1 ), which should facilitate morphological transitions.
However, from Figure 5, it becomes clear that the change in morphology and overall particle shape is
less pronounced than expected (despite evidence of binding; see IR in Figure S3). In fact, only for XB
A16, 8PAP, and LG, we noticed the emergence of a second particle species with planar PS/PT lamellae
and a striped pattern of P4VP in-between the lamellae. Such particles are marked with red arrows
in Figure 5c, 5d, and highlighted as close-up in Figure 5e. We observe the axially stacked lamella
morphology more frequently for smaller particles, which is surprising given the higher curvature
of small particles. However, such particles have also been observed in rare cases for pristine SVT2
and a convincing correlation is not possible at this point. A preliminary conclusion is that the current
system could be driven to a morphological transition but not with the used supramolecular additives
or the employed short P4VP blocks. The number of 4VP repeating units PV = 67 in SVT2 is small
(as compared to PV = 315 in SVT1). Thus, the molar amount of supramolecular additive is greatly
reduced, as is the structure-directing effect.

Figure 5. Microparticles of SVT2 loaded with a molar fraction of bonders, x = 1.00. TEM images of
conic microparticles with lc morphology obtained for (a) XB C8, (b) XB A8, (c) XB A16, (d) 8PAP, (e) LG,
and (f) CHEMS. (Color code in TEM image: PS grey, P4VP dark grey due to iodine staining; scale bars
are 200 nm).

Finally, we briefly discuss the mechanism that we believe is responsible for the atypical phase
behavior of SVT during microphase separation in confinement (also relevant for bulk). ABC triblock
terpolymers with equal weight fractions of A and C, typically form lamellae where the B block forms
spheres, cylinders or a lamella with increasing weight fraction. SVT on the other hand, is unusual,
because P4VP cylinders are observed for small weight fractions (f V < 12%) while P4VP spheres are
obtained for large weight fractions (f V ≥ 17%) [52]. For confinement assembly, we initially formed a
homogeneous polymer solution followed by solvent evaporation and the concentration of the polymer.
We suspected that during this concentration phase, the P4VP block already collapses and pre-assembles
into micelles with P4VP core and patchy PS/PT corona (the solubility of P4VP is generally low).
These patchy micelles would still be able to form lamella morphologies given a rearrangement of
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patches into a Janus-like distribution. However, the P4VP domain will remain spherical irrespective
of the P4VP volume fraction. In preliminary dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments (Figure S5),
we studied the scattering intensity of SVTs in CHCl3 at a constant input intensity of 2 mW and in
dependence of concentration (c = 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 g L−1 ). Both SVTs start forming aggregates
with increasing scattering intensities at a comparably low concentration of 10 g L−1 . Although the
aggregates are dynamic and not very defined in size, scattering intensities of up to I = 112 kHz for
SVT1 clearly prove pre-assembly during solvent evaporation. Both polymers show approximately
the same behavior. The scattering intensity of SVT2 is lower, because of the shorter P4VP block and
smaller core size of the aggregates.
These results could be one explanation for the problems that we faced in effectively influencing the
microparticle morphology with XB and HB donors in confinement assembly. If 4VP units are located in
a pre-assembled micelle core and thus not as accessible as in solution, the XB/HB donors are less likely
to bind in the molar ratio they were added. Since we observe an inflation of the P4VP domain size for
many cases, we assume that the supramolecular additives do enrich in the P4VP phase, but binding
only takes place in some cases as supported by the IR measurements (Figure S3). The exact evolution
during solvent evaporation will be an interesting aspect for further studies amongst other promising
routes for the formation of functional nanoparticles and microparticles as outlined in the conclusions.
3. Conclusions
In this work, we investigated the confinement assembly of PS-b-P4VP-b-PT triblock terpolymers.
Depending on the overall molecular weight, we found microparticles with a concentric lamella–sphere
morphology or a peculiar conic concentric lamella–cylinder morphology. When the SVT terpolymers
were subjected to supramolecular complexation with the XB and HB donors, a controlled change in the
microstructure was achieved for the SVT1/CHEMS system at a molar ratio of x = 1.00. We conclude
that in order to change the morphology, it is not only strong binding that is required to effectively
attach to the P4VP chain but a strong tendency for intermolecular packing is equally as important to
compete with the high-energy boundary at the particle/water interface. It is only then that the polymer
chains are stretched and are able to affect the morphology. This clearly shows that the situation is
more complex as compared to the bulk case and requires further study to understand the competition
between curvature and supramolecular modification of domains. In the case of the SVT1/CHEMS
system, the change in inner morphology also influences the particle shape from small microspheres
(d < 200 nm) to considerably larger elliptic microparticles (d > 1000 nm). This example demonstrates
that supramolecular additives are able to modify the structure on several length scales, i.e., through
attachment on a molecular level, chain packing on the mesoscale, and the shape of microparticles on
the microscale.
In future works, we will investigate how to exploit the pre-assembly of SVT during solvent
evaporation and study the possibility to assemble Janus nanoparticles in confinement. We will expand
the library of XB and HB donors towards a more sophisticated control of inner morphologies of the
multicompartment microparticles. The confinement morphology of SVT2 is of particular interest even
without additives because of the prospect of creating Janus nanorings. Since P4VP rings are located at
the PS/PT interface, covalent cross-linking with a diiodide molecule could fix this block arrangement
leading to Janus nanorings with a permanently charged core and amphiphilicity on both the inside
and outside parts of the rings. We will also explore the possibility of utilizing the photo-responsive
properties of azobenzenes in order to induce changes to morphology and shape through light actuation,
aiming for reversible shape changes [64].
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/8/12/1029/
s1, Figure S1: TEM images of SVT2 microparticles after emulsification and evaporation of CHCl3 . (a) Overview
image showing multicompartment microparticles. (b–d) Arrowhead-shaped particles with increasing number
of layers. (P4VP was stained with iodine; scale car is 100 nm), Figure S2: Microparticles of SVT1 with varying
molar ratios of XB C8 at (a) x = 0.25, (b) x = 0.50, (c) x = 0.75, and (d) x = 1.00 (P4VP was stained with iodine),
Figure S3: Infrared spectroscopy (IR) of (a) SVT1 triblock terpolymer before (black) and after complexation with
XB A16 (red) and CHEMS (blue) and (b) SVT2 triblock terpolymer before (black) and after complexation with XB
A16 (red) and LG (blue), Figure S4: Microparticles of SVT1 with varying molar ratios of CHEMS at (a) x = 0.25,
(b) x = 0.50, (c) x = 0.75, and (d) x = 1.00 (P4VP was stained with iodine), Figure S5: Dependence of laser intensity
upon concentration for the triblock terpolymers SVT1 and SVT2 solutions in CHCl3 resulting from dynamic light
scattering (DLS) measurements.
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